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L, REPORT ON THE

MAGNETOMETER SURVEY 
•s

ON THE

EMPIRE LAKE CLAIM GROUP

THUNDERBAY MINING DISTRICT

BETH-CANADA MINING COMPANY

A. INTRODUCTION;

The following is a report on a magnetometer survey 

completed by Beth-Canada Mining Company in June, 1979 on 

its Empire Lake Claim Group.

PROPERTY; DESCRIPTION and LOCATION

The property consists of ten (10) contiguous mining 

claims {Figure 2): Nos. TB510635, 510636 and TB513136- 

513143, incl. All the claims are registered in the 

name of

Beth-Canada Mining Company, 
40 University Ave., 
Suite 702
Toronto, Ontario M5J 1T1 
fining Licence No. T511
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The claims were staked in July, 1978, to cover 

disseminated chalcopyrite-magnetite mineralization 

within a differentiated gabbro body. The mineralization 

was exposed during the construction of a Great Lakes 

Paper Company lumber road. Previous work on the property 

is unknown.

The claim group is located approximately 80 kilo 

meters (50 miles) N.E. of Upsala Ontario (Figure 1). 

Access to the western boundary of the property is gained 

by: following Hwy 17 for 13 km. (8 mi.) west of Upsala 

to the junction of the Graham road; by following the 

Graham road north to milepost 60 to the Empire Lake road; 

and, by following the Empire Lake road northeast for 

6.4 km. (4 mi.) to where it enters the property (Map 1). 

The all-weather roads north of Hwy. 17 are maintained by 

the Great Lakes Paper Company.

GEOLOGY t

The claims cover part of a basic intrusive which 

is shov/n on the Sioux-Lookout-Armstrong Sheet ( Ont. 

Dept. of Nat. Fes. Map 2169, 1968). The body was 

interpreted from geophysical data as being composed 

of gabbro, metagabbro or metadiorite.
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i i - As shown on Figure 3, the intrusive is outlined by 

an aeromagnetic anomaly with up to 1300 gammas relief. 

Recent road building and lumbering activities have 

exposed a differentiated, banded intrusive composed of 

coarse grained diorite, hornblende gabbro and a rusty 

magnetite-gabbro containing disseminated chalcopyrite and 

pyrrhotite. The body is surrounded by a coarse grained 

pink-white granite and is cut by granite and white 

pegmatite dykes.

LINECUTTING;

Linecutting began June 13, 1979 under the direction 

of David Molloy. It was completed June 19 by:
4

\^ Mark Drury
25 Norbert Cres. 
Etobicoke, Ontario

Ann McLaughlin 
St. Andrews West 
Ontario

Sha-Pak Cheung
c/o 40 University Ave.
Suite 702
Toronto, Ontario

Grid lines were turned off Baseline 0+00 at 100 meter 

intervals and were picketed at 25 meter intervals (see Nap 1) . 

Baseline 4+50 north was used to tie in the picket lines 

and to complete the grid on the entire claim block.
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A total of 13.2 kn. (8.3 mi) of grid lines and 2.6 km.

(1.6 mi) of baselines were cut. Airphotos (scale l" = 1/4 mi)

and the Great Lakes Paper roads were used for control.

MAGNETOMETER SURVEY;

The survey was carried out by Mark Drury on June 20, 21. 

Vertical field readings were taken with a Phoenix Fluxmaster 

Model MV-1 magnetometer (see section B for specifications) 

at 25 m. intervals on the picket lines. A base station 

was established on L 1W at 3+25N and base station readings 

were taken at least every 2 hours. No significant diurnal 

variations were recorded.

RESULTS, CONCLUSIONS

The results of the magnetometer survey are shown on 

Map 1. The results have been contoured on Map 2.

A zone of strong magnetic anomalies (readings vary 

from -44,000 to 4-52,000 gammas) trends N.E. across the 

center of the grid. The zone appears to be made up of 

several closely spaced, narrow anomalies of positive 

and negative polarities, suggesting that magnetism is 

predominantly remanent and confirming field observations
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ir^ that the magnetite is concentrated in a number of thin 

bands usually less than 10 m. in thickness. The bands 

are composed of a coarse grained rusty magnetite-gabbro 

which contains disseminated pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite.
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1.1 Specifications of The Fluxtnaster 
Model MV-1 Magnetometer_____

Measuring Ranges

Sensitivity 

Latitude adjustment 

Operating temperature 

Temperature drift 

Battery drain 

Batteries

Sensing Head

Case

Other Output

Weight 

Dimensions

300, IK, 3K, 10K, 30K, 100K gammas full scale, 
with plus or minus switch.

jf 5 gammas on 300 gamma range.

4; 100,000 gammas, with easily accessible internal control, 

-A00C to +550C 

-30 gammas over operating temperature range.

10mA
^ 

2 x 6V rechargeable gel-cells provide six months
operation. Gel-cells chargeable from 12V Auto battery or 
line charger.

Rugged self-levelling unit measures vertical field with 
magnetometer within   lOo from vertical.

Plastic, high impact resistant.

Chart Recorder output provided. Input plug for 
horizontal sensing head also provided.

1.75 kg. Baft. incl. 

17 x 8.5 x 25 cm.
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OPERATION

2.1 Operator's Clothing

No magnetic objects are allowed in the vicinity of the sensing head and 

therefore, the operator should not have on his person any of the following: 

belt buckle, pant or jacket zippers made of steel, coins, keys, pocket 

knives etc.

2.2 Batteries

The current drain is very small and the capacity of the rechargeable 

Cell-Cells is relatively large. The result is that very little attention 

to the batteries is required, even in cold weather, or in a base station 

operation where the instrument may be kept .switched on for many hours. The 

battery check reading should not read below ll.DV. See Section 3.3 for 

battery recharging or external powering/

2.3 Instrument Levelling

The instrument should be held reasonably stable and level. The head is
*

self-levelling within a wide range of   10O . A levelling bubble on the 

front panel is provided tjo ease orientation when the operator stands on 

sloping ground.

2.4 Cancelling the Earth's Magnetic Field

At some chosen base station prior to a survey, the Fluxmaster is to be 

adjusted to approximately cancel out the vertical component of the Earth's 

magnetic field. This is done to make possible the use of the sensitive scale 

ranges:

- slide instrument open (see Fig.l)

- put range switch S2 at 100 K

- put polarity switch SI to 4-



- turn Potentiometer RI to O (full anti-clockwise)

- put internal power switch S4 to "on"

- position the instrument level on a convenient, well marked

place at the base station, or support it in the regular manner, 

using the carrying strap.

- observe the reading: If negative, reverse the magnetic head 

connector PI (as described in Section 2.6). The reading should 

give the value of the local vertical component of the Earth's 

magnetic field.

- turn Potentiometer RI clockwise to reduce the meter reading 

to near zero and progressively step the range switch 5 2 down 

to the desired sensitivity settings while adjusting RI. The 

reading on the lO-turn Potentiometer dial with S2 set at 100 KX 

will correspond approximately, to the value of the local vertical 

Earth's magnetic field component. It is best not, to adjust the 

reading to .zero to avoid negative readings on,the .survey. A 

value near mid-scale on the most sensitive scale required is 

recommended. This is the initial base station reading.

- lock Potentiometer RI.

- switch off the instrument by S4. Close the case". The Fluxmaster

is now ready for use on the survey.
fl

2.5 Survey Operation-         ̂

The operator holds the instrument as steady and level as he can, switches 

it on by the spring-loaded toggle switch S3,located on the front panel, and 

takes a reading. Put switch SI to -(negative) if the reading is negative. 

See section 3.2 regarding avoidance of orientation errors.

2.6 Operation in the Southern Hemisphere

In the Southern Hemisphere the magnetic field is of opposite polarity. 

This can be accommodated by reversing the Magnetometer sensing head connector 

PI. (Fig.l). Remove the connector guard to accomplish this.



3. INSTRUMENT CHECKS AND MAINTENANCE

3.1 Calibration Check

'Proper calibration checks can only be performed in a suitable laboratory 

set-up. However, rough checks can easily be performed:

a) Place instrument on a level surface, well removed from magnetic 

objects.

- turn latitude adjustment Potentiometer RI to zero (full anti 

clockwise) .

- observe reading when switched on, on the 100 Ky scale, or 

lower if possible.

- zero the reading by turning RI

- the previous meter reading and the Potentiometer setting
4

should agree approximately.

b) By manipulating the latitude Potentiometer RI get a 30 K y reading 

on the 100 K y scale and check to see if it corresponds on the 30 K y 

scale. .

- reduce reading to 10 KX while on the 30 K y scale, then check 

it on the 10 R y scale.

- continue the procedure for the other scale.
 !

3.2 Orientation Error Check and Adjustment

3.2.1 Again, proper checks should be performed in a carefully controlled 

environment. The instrument should be turned around a vertical axis that 

goes precisely through the centre of the head to avoid errors due to magnetic 

gradients.

A low gradient area may be found by moving the magnetometer slowly in a 

horizontal plane while the outer case is kept in the same compass line.

If the readings on the 300 y scale do not change appreciably, the area 

may be suitable for an orientation check. This check consists of turning



instrument very slowly around a vertical axis through the centre of 

i the case while observing the reading.
* 7 . ' -*

The sensing head i* factory adjusted for minimum rotational orientation 

error, which is typically in the order of a few gammas.

As the Sensing head is placed inside the instrument case, the meter 

and other magnetic components will cause an error as the magnetometer is 

rotated around its vertical axis. This error nay be in the order of 

twenty gammas.

When- taking:;;; field readings this error can be practically avoided by 

fe vrta'^tnyj4^.iv.retding8 facing the same direction .'
i-: , m , -

, f :- - t ' .' ;:*.r ;'  ' ' ;-
3.2.2 Orientation error adjustment:

i-:

Another method of avoiding orientation errors is compensation. It 

should be realised however, that different latitudes or magnetic field
' ... '  ' ' - ' ,.' ' M' '. -- . '''5,~ ;'' .; ' . - ' •'•

inclination *ay require different compensation.
' ' :i ". :'HS,-,fef ' ^'ftfi'-.j&x:-/' ' ' .

Compensation is achieved by positioning one or more magnetic strips, 

approximately 5mm square with- adhesive tape on the inside of the case. Y 

The technique is as follows:
,V: 'l'

1. Place the Fluxmaster on a suitable horizontal surface 

removed from magnetic objects and in a low gradient area

2. Determine bnVpaak'to peak orientation error by slowly 

rotating the Fluxmaster through 3600 . Leave the-instru- 

ment in its maximum error position.

3. By sliding the magnetic strip horizontally, approximately 

4 cm from the bottom against the outside of the case, find 

the position that results in a reading in the centre of the 

error range.



4, Rotate the Fluxmaster to check if the compensation is complete. 

If complete, tape the metal strip in the same orientation 

inside the case. Check for error again and adjust if 

necessary.

3.3 Batteries

3.3.1 Batteries are 6V, 1.2 Amp hour Cell-Cell batteries, 2 in series.

The battery life is expected to be in excess of 150 continuous hours, 

which in normal operation should give six months of operation, approximately 

equal to the self-discharge time of the batteries, i.e. each 6 months the 

batteries should be recharged regardless of whether the Fluxmaster was used 

or not. The terminal battery voltage is approximately 11.5V.

3.3.2 Battery Charging

Normally battery charging is done by simply plugging the battery charger 

connector into the auxilliary connector P3. (Fig.l).

The Cell Cell charger supplied by Phoenix should recharge fully 

discharged batteries in approximately 10 hours .

Avoid overcharging, it causes the electrolyte of the battery to 

disassociate and damage the batteries.

Battery voltage readings for various conditions are as follows:

Discharged battery lIV and less

Normal operating 11.5 - 13.5 V

"Charging 14V

(full charge) 14.5

(on float) 13.5

In order to provide flexibility in charging schemes, the battery terminals 

are also accessible separately and disconnected from the internal circuits.

V -'



remove battery connector P2 from its normal position and plut 

it in the same connector on the P.O. board but further along 

as shown on Fig.l. 

The auxilliary connector P3 now has the batteries connected to:

pin A + Batt, //l
pin B - Batt, //l
pin C + Batt. #2
pin D - Batt. //2

For instance; to charge from a 12V car battery, connect:

pin A to pin C ) , ^ . . ,,ij - t j ^ ; batteries in parallelpin B to pin D ) v
pin B - Neg term of 12V battery
pin A - Via a 12 ohm 5 watt resistor and an Ammeter 

to the pos. term of a 12V battery.

NOTES:

charging current should be between 360 - 480 mA (180 - 240

mA per battery).

- Watch for overcharging, one should monitor the battery voltage 

while charging. When it reaches 7.5V the charging should be 

stopped, or reduced to 50 mA per battery.

3.4 The auxilliary connector is used for battery charging, external 

powering or recorder connection. The pin connections are as follows:

P3 Pin No. Function

-

Disconnect

A
B
C
D
E 
F
H 
J

internal

+ Batt, ill
- Batt, //l
+ Batt. H 2
- Batt. //2
-f- Ext. power or batt, charger input *
- M II II tl It II 4

Recorder gnd. 
Recorder output

battery when powering
* NOTE

the MV1 from an external battery.
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GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

Number of Stations ________ 539 _______________ Number of Readings 539
Station interval ___________25 m.____________Line spacing________100 rft. 
Profile scale —-———-—-——-————^—-^^.—.——.———..—————^——-——.—.——.-.—..——
Contour interval 0. l,000 f 5 f OOQ f 10,000, 20,000, 30,000, 40,000 gammas 

and as indicated

Instrument Phoenix Fluxmaster Model MV-1 Magnetometer—————————
i Accuracy - Scale constant ± 5 gammas on 300 gamma range_______^_^___
i Diurnal correction method Base Station check in - no correction needed
i;

Base Station check-in interval (hours)___2 hours—^———————————————————
Base Station location and value L lW f 3 + 25 N; 4- 1200 gammas

Instrument
Coil configuration 
Coil separation __

Method: 
Frequency

O Fixed transmitter D Shoot back D In line D Parallel line

Parameters measured.

Instrument
Scale constant
Corrections made.

Base station value and location .

Elevation accuracy.

Instrument ..————.———.^-—.^—^——....————^^^^^.^^^—.—....—-.———— 
Method di Time Domain D Frequency Domain 

Parameters - On time ____________________________ Frequency ————
Off time ___________________________ Range.^——————

- Delay time ^.^--^^——————————---——-^-^.^^

— Integration time ——^^.^^^^^^—^-^————-.^.^.—^— 

Power ______________________________________________——————
Electrode arrav

Electrode spacing . 
T\ p pe of electrode
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